
Dear Colleague, 

We are sending this second  announcement to all those who supposedly have already 
expressed interest to attend the Conference on Algebra and Applications in honour of 
Prof. Said Sidki on the occasion of his 70th birthday, or  would be interested in 
participating but, for whatever reason (including any failure in typing emails in a first draft 
list),  not yet manifested themselves. 

First, Registration is online at the conference website  

www.mat.ufg.br/algebra/ 

So we kindly ask the colleagues who have not yet registered, to immediately do so. 

We clarify that the intended Conference Program has a large number of plenary lectures; 
so possibly there will be little room for  talks or even posters. However, we suggest to 
those who wish to give a talk  or poster, while online registering, to write an abstract (in 
LaTeX) following the given instructions there. The Scientific Committee will evaluate each 
application.

For participants planning to arrive in Brasilia or Goiania, we are  organizing special buses, 
to take them from each of these capitals to Caldas Novas. These buses will depart on 
Saturday, May 07th (tentatively) between 12:00pm and 1:00pm and, if there is demand, 
another bus/minibus will leave around 5:00 pm. 

The event takes place at the Golden Dolphin Grand Hotel, from May 8th (Sunday; 
openning session at 10:00 am) until Thursday, May 12th.  We plan to leave Caldas Novas 
on Friday 13th, morning. 

About Accomodations. Due to a big event organized in Caldas Novas during the same 
period, it might be very difficult, perhaps impossible, to book a hotel room at the last 
minute. We heartily encourage you to make your hotel bookings as soon as possible. In 
our webpage you will find some. 

Hopefully from next week on we can provide more information on the webpage. 

For any doubt, please feel free to email  said70th@gmail.com

  
Sincerely, 

Noraí Rocco 
on behalf of the committee.
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